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Abstract: With 80% of world trade carried by sea, seaports provide crucial linkages in global supply-chains and are essential for the ability of all countries to access global markets. Seaports are likely to be affected directly and indirectly by climatic changes, with broader implications for international trade and development. Due to their coastal location, seaports are particularly vulnerable to extreme weather events associated with increasing sea levels and tropical storm activity, as illustrated by hurricane “Sandy”. In view of their strategic role as part of the globalized trading system, adapting ports in different parts of the world to the impacts of climate change is of considerable importance. Reflecting the views of a diverse group of stakeholders with expertise in climate science, engineering, economics, policy, and port management, this paper highlights the climate change challenge for ports and suggests a way forward through the adoption of some initial measures. These include both “soft” and “hard” adaptations that may be spearheaded by individual port entities, but will require collaboration and support from a broad range of public and private sector stakeholders and from society at large. In particular, the paper highlights a need to shift to more holistic planning, investment and operation.
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1. Introduction
Ports link international supply-chains and are critical to the global economy and trading system. At the same time, many of the world’s ports, which handle over 80 percent of world trade, are highly vulnerable to a range of climate-related impacts, including temporary and permanent flooding arising from sea-level rise, high winds and storm surges (Hanson and Nicholls 2012; Asariotis and Benamara 2012). Service
disruptions alone can cause total economic losses in the billions of euros/dollars (Haveman and Shatz 2006; Lloyd's Loading List 2012) and may have important second-order consequences, not only for the regional economy and the quality of life of those who depend on the port’s functionality, but also for the operation of global supply-chains. Established approaches to planning and decision making appear increasingly inappropriate due to the long time frames of climate impacts and short port-planning horizons, the lack of adequate data and of institutional arrangements to address regional and local climate effects, and the lack of engineering and design standards to guide decision makers in light of the changing climate. As noted in a U.S. National Academy of Sciences report, “The parameters of the new climate regime cannot be envisioned from past experience…. Decision makers will need new kinds of information and new ways of thinking and learning to function effectively in a changing climate....” (NRC 2009). Port managers need guidance and leadership on how climate change will affect their services and new institutional approaches are required to improve the long-term quality of their decisions for port resilience at the global level. Emerging from a 2011 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) meeting on the topic, this paper provides a consensus of expert opinions that includes port planners and operators, engineers, financiers, economists, climate scientists and port policy makers (UNCTAD 2011). The multidisciplinary nature of the author team serves as an example of exactly the type of new stakeholder interaction and collaboration that is so critical for adaptation planning.

2. Challenges for ports and for global society

2.1 A challenge for global ports

Ports play a pivotal role in human civilization and commerce by serving as catalysts for economic growth and development (World Bank 2010). With more than 80% of global merchandise trade by volume and more than 70% by value being seaborne, ports constitute critical links in supply chains and production processes that rely on manufacturing, outsourcing and low-cost shipping (UNCTAD 1992). Indeed, ports are at the heart of international trade and globalization. At the sea-land interface where various transport modes converge, ports act as gateways to trade, providing access to global markets for both coastal and landlocked countries. Other economic activities, including industry, tourism and fisheries, also flourish around seaports. Shipping is a derived demand and grows in tandem with international trade. As trade and coastal populations increase, shipping volumes are set to rise considerably over coming decades (ASCE 2012) and the importance of ports to the global economy will only continue to grow (Levinson 2008).

Climate change poses substantial challenges to ports (Asariotis and Benamara 2012; Oh and Reuveny 2010) resulting from exposed locations in coastal zones, low-lying areas and deltas; long lifespans of key infrastructure assets; and interdependencies with trade, shipping and inland transport services that are also climatically vulnerable. The coastal or estuarine location of seaports suggests that mean sea level (MSL) rise, higher storm surges and river floods or droughts (Tebaldi et al. 2012; Von Storch et al. 2008; Jonkeren et al.), increased cyclone intensities/destructiveness (Elsner et al. 2008; Emanuel 2005) and potential changes in wave regimes (IPCC 2012) could cause operational delays in the billions of dollars per day (Haveman and Shatz 2006; EQECAT Inc. 2012; PANYNJ 2012). Recent global projections suggest sea levels could rise by as much as 1.9 meters by 2100 (Schaeffer et al. 2012; Vermeer and Rahmstorf 2009), which would exacerbate storm-surge impacts and wave damage in many regions (Lin et al. 2012; IPCC 2012) all the more if tropical storm intensities also increase (Bender et al. 2010; Knutson et al. 2010). These extreme events cause coastal inundation/erosion, wind hazards and inland floods that can disrupt entire transportation networks (USCCRP 2008). Some regions will find the local MSL rise exceeding the global mean, causing additional impacts from business losses to catastrophic disasters (et al. 2010; Hallegatte et al. 2011). Recent projections suggest a potentially crippling increase in asset exposure for the world’s 136 port mega-cities in this century (Nicholls et al. 2008; Lenten et al. 2009). Already in the past decade unprecedented storm events have caused major damage along coastlines (Coumou and Rahmstorf 2012).

Insert Figure 1 about here

Between 1960 and 2010, at least one tropical storm passed within 50 km of 32% of the world’s seaports (Figure 1). Many storms caused significant economic and environmental damage, such as hurricane “Katrina” that caused $100m of damage to Mississippi’s ports (PEER 2006) and hurricane “Sandy” that
crippled the New York region, leading to a week long shut-down of one of the largest container ports in the U.S. and generating economic damages which could reach $50 billion. Other climatic changes, e.g. increases in mean/extreme temperatures and precipitation changes may lead to equipment failures and severely disrupt port services; they may also affect tourism, agriculture and seafood production (USGCRP 2009), which could undermine the competitiveness of ports, particularly in developing regions with low-adaptive capacity (Tol et al. 2008; World Bank 2010; Esteban et al. 2012). The long lifetime of port assets, many of which were designed for a different climatic regime (USCCSP 2008), could result in infrastructure being 'under-designed' for the new climatic conditions of tomorrow. Against this background, adapting ports in different parts of the world to the impacts of climate change and building their resilience to these types of storm events is crucial. However, as a recent international survey revealed, few port authorities have begun to address this new challenge (Becker et al. 2012).

2.2 A challenge for global society
Port adaptation to climate change requires answers to some fundamental questions: What do we do? When do we do it? Who needs to act? Given the long service life of port infrastructure, effective adaptation requires re-thinking established approaches and practices early, as today’s decisions may determine future vulnerability to climate change. As a society, we depend on ports and the public good they provide. However, no matter whether publicly owned or part of a public-private partnership, ports typically plan for short-term returns, not for conditions that could occur several decades in the future. Though ports certainly invest in their own infrastructure, public funding also plays a significant role. In the U.S. for example, engineers project a cumulative GDP loss of as much as $697 billion by 2020 unless an additional $15.8 billion shortfall is invested into the inland waterway and marine transportation system (USACE 2012) – and this does not include climate adaptation. Adopting a global perspective, it is important to note the strong interdependence of ports in both developed and developing countries: in 2011, a total of 60 per cent of the volume of world seaborne trade was loaded and 57 per cent was unloaded in developing country ports (UNCTAD 2012). Climate-related risks, vulnerabilities and costs may be considerable, particularly for ports in developing regions, with low adaptive capacity. Given the strategic importance of ports for global trade flows, a failure by local decision-makers to take timely adaptation action may have much broader implications. In a globalized trading-system, where local decision-making may have global impacts, it is in everyone’s interest to ensure the climate-resilience of critical transport infrastructure across regions.

3. Strategies for Port Resilience

3.1 Engage full stakeholder network in resilience planning
Ports, be they public or private, concern themselves first and foremost with their profit-driven bottom line. Decisions to invest in storm protections are weighed against other uses of funds and the probability of damage, though do not necessarily consider the catastrophic losses that can arise from a major episodic event. Major disaster risks are covered through insurance and/or a reliance on a government’s ability to pick up the tab for repairs and cleanup. However, a wide variety of stakeholders face both economic and less tangible losses when a seaport is severely damaged or its operations are disrupted in a storm event. Ports may be aware that they should take appropriate precautions, but this does not at all mean that they have the incentive to do so. Port adaptation to climate change demands increased and new collaborations between stakeholders (Table 1) and consideration of interrelationships between ports and their surrounding regions. Since ports provide both private-sector profits and critical public services, stakeholders vary widely. For example, armoring a port and thus maintaining port revenues could result in tradeoffs with ecosystem services provided by existing natural areas, including tourism in adjacent communities. Likewise, efforts to climate-harden ports may be mooted by failures in hinterland port access routes or other essential network services such as power, communications and water. Identifying the stakeholders and creating dialogue among engineers, planners, investors, insurers, scientists, port and ship operators, regulators, and regional interest groups, as well as international organizations - to name but a few - is a critical first step. With much to gain from adaptation, port authorities are well positioned to catalyze new forms of collaboration.
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3.2 Improve local climate projections and improve conditions for risk-assessment

Reduction of port vulnerability requires an accurate identification of potential risks and impacts. Today, decision makers rely on information obtained from global models with low spatial-temporal resolution and sparse ground-truth. The uncertainty in global MSL projections is compounded by the expected regional variability in extreme events (IPCC 2012). Engineers and planners require better projections at the local/regional level to address the technical design of climate-resilient port infrastructure (Eriksson and Friis-Hansen 2011). Current guidance in the U.S. (USACE 2011) requires consideration of three sea level rise scenarios, where the highest assumes a global sea-level rise of 1.5 meters during the 21st Century. Without a refinement of such projections (including storminess and wave climate projections (Mori et al. 2010), planning and implementation of appropriate resilience measures will be reactive at best. While better data is required, uncertainty in decision-making will also have to be factored into risk-assessment at the local levels. In view of the complexity of some of the issues at stake, targeted port case studies may significantly contribute to improved risk and vulnerability assessments (USCCSP 2008; UNCTAD 2011; UNCTAD 2008).

3.3 Protect, elevate, or relocate?

Sea level rise of up to 1.9 meters by 2100 indicates that many existing ports will face frequent inundation, even in moderate storm events. To become resilient, ports have three main options: update storm defenses, elevate to compensate for projected sea levels or relocate entirely. Each option is fraught with potential difficulties. Hard coastal defenses cause environmental problems – e.g., coastal erosion and habitat degradation (Airoldi et al. 2005) – and require massive investments. An elevated port can be rendered inoperable if its intermodal connections remain unprotected. Finally, port relocation requires the availability of an alternative location, with deep water and suitable transportation linkages – a rare commodity in most coastal areas. To add further complexity, any such response must take into account not just a higher sea level, but also the much-increased rate of sea level rise expected (Schaeffer et al. 2012). Major structural changes require enormous investment and must account for many uncertainties inherent in climate forecasts. For example, in new construction, the costs and benefits of an “adaptable terminal” design must be weighed against the construction of a stronger but less adaptable design (Headland et al. 2010). Financial consideration about when to undertake such adaptation strategies is still not clear. For instance, while some level of understanding exists concerning the stability of breakwaters against changes in sea levels and wave climate (Mase et al. 2013; Suh et al. 2013; Takagi et al. 2011), limited research has been carried out on the most appropriate time to reinforce these structures given climate projections (Headland et al. 2011).

Adaptation involves near-term and long-range planning that includes hard and soft interventions (Table 1). Generally hard interventions (i.e. engineering works) require high capital investments (human, material and financial), while soft interventions involve reducing uncertainty in decision-making, notably systematic and strategic management planning instruments such as land use management, financial incentives, evacuation schemes and, as noted by Ng et al. (2013), institutional changes. Ports can apply many low-cost intervention measures that can reduce climate risks and build a port’s resilience before they resort to hard engineering works. As an example the deployment of emergency responders can enhance the success of evacuation plans. When considering any new plans/developments within a port system designers and port planners can factor climate change into their plans at an early stage, so as to provide for an uncertain future. For example, the construction of drainage systems take into account the potential increase in storm flows. Such “least regret” measures, apart from making good business sense, can help a port maintain its vital services in the face of climate stressors.

3.4 Create enabling environment for investment in adaptation

Ports provide benefits that extend beyond those of the operator or investor. Consequently, the interest in keeping this infrastructure operational goes beyond one group of stakeholders to include a wide set of public and private entities. Estimates of financing adaptation globally lie in the range of several hundred billion dollars per year (Nicholls et al. 2010), most of which is likely to come from private-sector sources, including as part of a “Green Climate Fund”, set up to help finance mitigation and adaptation in developing countries (Green Climate Fund 2012). From the private-sector point of view, investments in adaptation are likely to be treated similarly to other mainstream investments that require clarity of investment risks and generation of market returns. In addition, analysis of risks and returns on adaptation investments requires
certainty about projected impacts, technological and other options that address the impacts, and resulting financial implications. Since private-sector entities lack the resources and capabilities to produce accurate climate projections, public entities need to provide an enabling environment through investment in information-technology transfer and also by provision of appropriate regulatory and legal frameworks and guidance. In addition, public and private sectors will need to combine resources and create new financing mechanisms to address adaptation challenges. This is especially true for infrastructure projects whose lifecycle spans several decades and whose ownership may change in a radically different climatic regime from the one in place during original construction.

4. Ports at the forefront of addressing the adaptation challenge

A number of seaports have already taken steps toward adaptation and offer valuable lessons on the development of best practices. For instance, the Port of Rotterdam (Netherlands) joined forces with other stakeholders to develop the Rotterdam Climate Proof Programme, which aims to make the city "fully" resilient to climate change impacts by 2025 and ensure that Rotterdam remains one of the safest port cities in the world. The adaptation strategy focuses on flood safety, accessibility for ships and passengers, adaptive building, the urban water system, and city climate. New port developments including port reconstruction are designed to be climate-proof and climate-change assessments are integrated into the port’s spatial planning; to allow for dealing with uncertainties, knowledge development is considered an important pillar of the adaptation strategy (Vellinga and De Jong 2012).

The Port of San Diego (California) led a multi-stakeholder effort, The Climate Mitigation and Adaptation Plan, with the surrounding communities that share responsibility for emergency response, critical utilities protection, and stormwater drainage (Port of San Diego 2013; Messner and Moran 2013). The adaptation planning study included stakeholder input from the county, cities, port business leaders, port commissioners and staff, environmental NGO’s, academic researchers, and the local utility. Planning for SLR and flooding focuses properties that serve a common function (i.e. working areas of the port including hotels and restaurants, public recreation areas, natural areas and habitats, and areas of importance for public safety, e.g. utilities, roads). The assessment methodology included a risk evaluation framework that considered likelihood and consequence of impacts and prioritized according to risk classification (very high, high, medium, low, and N/A or no benefit).

The International Finance Corporation and the Port of Muelles el Bosque (Cartagena, Colombia) elaborated a climate risk study for the port and quantitatively assessed financial, and environmental and social impacts that are projected to result from the changing climate (Steneck 2011). The study analyzed projected changes in sea level rise, storm surge height, precipitation, temperature, and wind patterns, and direct and indirect effects of these on port assets, operations inside and outside of the port, surrounding environment and communities, and on the trade of the goods transported through the port. Where applicable, the effects of impacts were incorporated into the company’s financial model, using the company’s usual discount rate, allowing further assessment of cost effective adaptation options. Based on the conclusions of the study, the company announced plans for USD 30 million adaptation investments in two ports that it operates (Portafolio 2011, of which USD 12 million have already been invested (Steneck et al. 2011).

Finally, in Australia, the National Climate Change Adaptation Research Facility and RMIT University has developed a framework for studying the risk, vulnerability and resilience of the country’s ports (McEvoy et al. 2013; McEvoy and Mullett 2013), which highlights that seaport adaptation to climate change, involves the development of practices in a range of areas. These include technology and engineering (e.g. cranes that operate safely under stronger winds, raising of connecting roadways/rail lines to respond to flooding); design and maintenance (e.g. accommodation of projected precipitation changes into future building designs); planning (e.g. planning of resilient logistic hubs in partnership with supply chain logistics infrastructure providers/local authorities); insurance (e.g. quantitative determination of unavoidable climate risks for appropriate insurance); and systems management (e.g. introduction of climate change considerations into environmental, logistics and risk/emergency management systems). Other studies have suggested specific practical steps, based on modeling of the wind regime inside a port, such as the reduction of wind loads through the building of permanent wind walls or transient wind protection by stacking containers to heights of up to 13–15 m, which can decrease wind velocity for Ro-Ro vessels up to 25% and wind loads up to 30% (Paulauskas et al. 2009).
These studies and initiatives demonstrate integrated and collaborative approaches to climate change response for ports and port regions. However, much more remains to be done and different approaches will have to be devised to cater for the variety of conditions facing ports at a global level.

5. Conclusions
Ports operate on the frontlines of climate change and at the heart of global development. As a strategic economic sector at risk, a paradigm shift in planning, investment and operation is not a choice but necessity. Our civilization relies on maritime transportation to carry its trade and drive growth. Some ports have begun to consider the future effects of climate change, such as Rotterdam, San Diego and Muelles el Bosque. However, these efforts are by no means generalized and many ports around the world are still largely unaware of the potential threats of climate change, or are slow to consider appropriate adaptation measures. Adaptation requires the development of organizational ability to respond effectively to climate change challenges, involving awareness raising, skill development, data collection and monitoring as well as focused research. Given the long timeframes and investment required to adapt ports to emerging environmental conditions, consideration for implementing large-scale projects should commence soon in both the public and private sectors. However, at present it remains unclear what adaptation strategies should be undertaken for different types of ports and on what timeline. Thus, future research is needed into the feasibility and prioritization of adaptation measures for specific ports, based on a better understanding of the range of specific threats that climate change and sea level rise pose. For the benefit of port businesses and society as a whole, decision makers must begin now on the long voyage of adapting to a new climate regime; this may also bring about additional co-benefits, such as improved logistics flows and more efficient management of the life cycle of infrastructure.

END
Figure 1 -- Ports within 50km of tropical storm tracks 1960-2010. Port and storm data from (National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency 2011; Knapp et al. 2010).
### Table 1 – Select climate change impacts, responses and actors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential impacts from climate change:</th>
<th>Possible responses</th>
<th>Actors to be engaged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase in height of waves that reach the port, flooding of port and transport installations, increase in coastal erosion, increased downtime due to flooding and higher winds, Increase sedimentation and erosion rates, Operational delays</td>
<td>- Enhance emergency evacuation plans</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Consider adaptation in long-range plans</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Learn from those at the forefront</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Create financial instruments to support adaptation</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Improve decision support tools and information</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Increase standards of port construction to deal with higher winds</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Increase funding for dredging and beach nourishment programs</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Increase standards of port construction to deal with higher winds</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Expand dredging and nourishment programs to handle increased quantity of sediment shifting</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Increase Breakwater Dimensions</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Move facilities and managed retreat</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Raise port elevations</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Raise transport levels or build coastal defenses</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Build new coastal defenses</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Increase port size to deal with bottlenecks</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Soft strategies and least regrets**
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